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1 Introduction 

In earlier experiments with high resolution on-line laser spectroscopy the 

hyperfine (hf) structure and the isotope shift (IS) of the D 2 line of 2I-31Na · 

relative to 23Na have been studied [1,2]. Nuclear properties (spins I, mag

netic moments Jl.I and changes in the mean square charge radius) were 

deduced from these experiments. The D 2 line hf structures of 2I,25-29Na 

have also been investigated [3] and the quadrupole coupling constants B of 

the 3p 2 P312 excited state have been deduced. Thus, additional information 

on the nuclear deformation has been gained. However, in this systematic 

study over a long sodium {sotope chaia there is a lack of information about 

the electric quadrupole constant B, and respectively, about the nuclear 

quadrupole moments. Up to now, no optical data on quadrupole moments 

of 22Na, 24Na, as well as of neutron-rich 30Na, 31Na are available. This is 

obviously due to two reasons: a) the hf splitting of the upper 3p 2 ?312 state 

of the D2 optical transition for the above mentioned isotopes is rather small 

and it needs extremely high resolution of the used apparatus; b) the iow 

production rate of the neutron-rich isotopes allO\ved to make conclusions 

only about the IS [3]. 
Preliminary results on the electric quadrupole moment of 22Na, obtained 

by off-line laser specroscopy, have been published, to the best of our knowl

edge, for the first time in our previous work [4]. The present paper is de

voted to a more precise study of the hf structure of 22 Na at the D2 line. It 

has the following purposes: 
i) to obtain high accuracy values of magnetic dipole, A(22), and 

electric quadrupole, B(22), coupling constants 

of the excited 3p 2 P312 state; 

ii) to extract a reliable value of the electric quadrupole 

moment Q,(22) and thus extend our knowledge on the nuclear 

deformation in the region of light deformed nuclei. 

Some additional results on the D2 line have been obtained and are 

reported as well: 
iii) new values of the hf splitting constants A(23) and B(23) 

of the 3p 2 P312 excited state with a precision of the same order 

of magnitude as the most accurate known data of [5]; 

iv) IS of 22 Na relative to 23Na, which may give information about 

the IS of the 3p 2 P312 level relative to the 3p 2 P 112 level. 
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2 Experimental details 

In the present work, an off-line experimental method has been used, based 

on the detection of the laser-excited fluorescence in a well-collimated atomic 

beam. The experimental setup has been described in detail previously 

[6,7], and partially in [8]. A cw dye laser with a system of active frequency 

stabilization (Spectra Physics 380D) pumped with an Ar ion laser was 

operated using dye of R6G. To reduce the Doppler broadening, both the 

atomic and the laser beams were collimated, and the laser beam cross<"d 

the atomic beam "perpendicularly. The laser-induced resonance fluorescence 
was detected with a photomultiplier, operating in a single photon counting 

mode. The spectra were recorded by a multichannel analyzer synchronized 

with the laser frequency tuning. A frequency calibration was provided by 

recording the transmission signal of the laser light trough a temperature 

stabilized Burleigh CFT-500 confocal etalon with a free spectral range 

of 150 MHz. The data acquisition system as well as all the parameters 

of experiment (laser frequency scan, frequency stabilization etc.) were 

computer controlled. 
22Na (T1; 2 = 2.602 years) has been produced by the reaction 19F(a,n) in 

a target of AIF 3 . The sodium atoms have been extracted from the target 

in the form of NaCI. NaCI water solution containing 2 ·1013 atoms of 22l'ia 

was dried on a tantalum foil. The heating of the sample in a Ta crucible 

to a temperature of about 600 - 700°C resulted in thermal dissotiation of 

the chloride and provided a stable atomic beam of 22l\a for about an hour. 

Care has been taken to minimize the abundance of 23l\ a by annealing of the 

tantalum foil and crucible in a vacuum at T""' 1800°C for a several hours. 

Due to contamination of the target and of the used chemical reagents with 

the stable sodium isotope, the final ratio of 23:'\a to 22Na in the sample was 

about 150:1. 
It is well known that in a Doppler limited spectroscopic method the 

resolution· is strongly connected to the efficiency of the system. In order 

to perform more reliable measurements with the low abundant radioactive 
22Na great care has been taken to find an acceptable compromise between 

resolution and sensitivity. Numerous tests of the apparatus have been done 

with samples containing only the stable 23~a in quantity down to 1013 

atoms. In this way all the experimental conditions have been optimized. 

In particularly, an experimental FWHM of the detected resonance lines of 

the order of 20 - 23 MHz had been established due to a reasonable limiting 

of the residual Doppler broadening. It should be noted that all spectra 

were measured using a series of neutral density filters to attenuate tlu• 
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las<>r power to about 1 p\\r. This was done to reduce the pO\t-er broadening 

which under such condition gives a maximal F\VH?1l of 12 :IlHz [9] and 

compares the naturallincwidth of 9.7 :IlHz [10]. 
The large difference in the hf splittings of the lower m1cfupper levels 

of the investigated D2 sodium transition results in a t)·pical ffag-patt<'rn 

spectrum: two narrow triplet groups defined by the small hf splitting of 

the c•xcited 3p 2 P312 state are quite spaced because of the large splitting 

(- 1220 ~1Hz) of the ground 3., 25 112 state. In our !ll<'asurements of th<' 

:nxa hf splitting each group has 1><'<'11 n•cord<'d scparat<·l~· but tog<•tlwr with 

tlH' low <'ncrgy ftag-patt<'rll group of th<' stable' sodium isotopP to obtain 

i11fonuat.iou on tlw IS. A r<'fPrC'lH"<' atomic l)('am of 2:l;(a has b<'<'ll ns<'d to 

dwos<' <·orr<•ctly th<' start fn'<l'l<'ll<"~· of tll<' las<•r snm. Tlw las<'r fn'<JlH'll<"Y 

was tmwd ovc•r a r('giOJl of about too ?\1Hz and on<' scan took typical~· 200 -

250 s. For high r<'solutionr<'cor<liug a typical frC'qlH'll<',\' intC'l'\'a} n•pn•s<•ntt•d 

hy <'<t('h dmnnPl was 0.8 - 1 !\!Hz. Two sampl<'s of 12:\ a WC'rC' usrd. OllC' for 

<'ath hf splitting group, and thns. for rach of th<•mmorr as 10 sp<'('tra \H'n' 

n•eorded with a suffici('utly good signal to nois<' ratio. 
Spectra of the laser resonanc<' fluor<'sccnce from t.lw radioa('tivC' 22:\a. 

drt.c•ct.ed by t lH' photomnltipliC'r· in a single' sean. arC' shown in Fig.l and. 

:Fig:.2. The peaks in Fig:.1 arisr from t.hr <'Xdtation of the 3 . .,. 25 112 F' = 7/2 

kvel to the 3p 1P312 F = 9/2,1/2.5/2 l<'\·ds. In Fig.2. til<' p<'ab n•snlt 

from exciting the F' = 5/2 ground lew! to tlw 3p 2 f':1; 2 F = 7/2.5/2.3/2 

k·,·ds. The high abundanc<' of the stablr sodium isotopr in tlw im·c•stigat<•d 

sampl<•s led to a significant <'llhann'llH'llt. of thC' lmckg:ronud. <hw to tll<' 

Lorcntzian wings of the sp<'ctralliiH'S. Th<•ir infin<'ll('(' is mon• proHOlllH'<'d 

in tll<' ca.se of Fig.2 bC'cause of th<' smaller distann' of this peak group to 

t.la• most intensive 23:\a.. ]><'ak. · 

The hf splitting of t.h<~ 3p 2 P..l/'2 1<-v<'l for 2:1:\a. has lH'<'ll also Ult'asmT<l 

in the course of our t.C'st <'XJWl'illl<'Ilt.S. This ha. .. '\ hP<'ll dOJH' with a higher 

resolution corresponding to FWH~'l of about 18 ~!Hz. Fig.3 giws an <'X

amplc of t]w hf splitting pat.t.rru arising hy t.lH' c•xcit.ation frouf tlw F' = 1 

hf component of the ground h•vd to th<' F = 2.1. 0 hf ('OlllJHHH'Uts of t lw 

3p 2P312 1evel. This peak group is ahont. two tiuH'S natT0\\'('1'. awl thcrcfon•. 

wor~e resolved than the pattern arising from tll<' F' = 2 ground len·} hf 

C'Omponcnt.. 

3 Data analysis and results 

As cau 1H' S<'<'ll from Fig.l to 3. t.h<' obs('l'\'('<l · t.rausit.ious wt~n· nnl~- part ia11y 
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resolved with the present collimation of the atomic beam. For this reason 
it was necessary to make deconvolution of the unresoh·ed resonance peaks. 

The procedure of the spectra decomposition included two fixed parame
ters: the number of the hf splitting components and the FWHM tested by 

studing well separated resonance peak (F' = 2 ~ F = 3 for 23;\'a). As can 
be seen from Figs. 1 to 3 the ratios of the fitted line amplitudes correspond 
in general to the theoretical expected ones. 

The centroid of each peak was established by fitting the data with Voigt 
profiles to properly describe the convolution of the Lorentzian shape of t lw 
natural linewidth with the Gaussian distribution caused by the residual 
Doppler broadening. The centroid of each peak was measured with re
spect to the two nearest-neighbour etaJo>n peaks. The fitting procedure 
gave statistical errors composed of both the uncertainty in the peak po
sition determinatiOn and the uncertainty originating from the frequency 
calibration. These errors were typically in the range 0.9 - 0.03 MHz. It 
was found, however, that the spread between different runs was larger than 

the statistical errors implied. These occasional errors could, e.g .• be caused 
by changes in. the evaporation rate: the laser intensity or scan frequency 

linearity. The error estimates given in this paper correspond to one stan

dard deviation of the spread between different runs. Thus, the errors given 
include both known and unknown occasional errors as well as statistical 
errors. The systematic error due to the uncertainty of about 0.01% of the 
free spectral range of the frequency calibration interferometer are not taken 
into account. 

The experimental values of the hf splitting spacings for the excited 3p 
2?312 state of 22Na and 23Na are presented in Table 1. From these values 
the magnetic dipole, A, and electric quadrupole, B, constants of the 3p 
2 P312 state are deduced and given in Table 2. The method used was a fit 
of the hf splitting intervals to the well known two-parameter first-order hf 
splitting formula [11). It can be written in the form 

1\.W(F F- 1)=A-F+B·3F[F2 +1/2-1(!+1)-J(J+1)) (1) 
' 21(21 -1)J(2J -1) ' 

if applied for the energy intervals 1\.W(F,F -1) between two hf splitting 
components F and F- 1 of a given atomic level J. Table 2 summarizes 
also the results from different source references. In the present work the 
precision of the experimental A and B values for 22Na has been improved 
compared to our previous paper [4) due to a) the optimization of the ex
p<•riment which led to a better signal to noise counting ratio, and b) a more 
than two times higher number of the recorded spectra for each hf splitting 

group. 
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As about 23Na, it should be emphasize that extensive studies of the 3p 
2 ?312 hf splitting have been carried out. They are reviewed and critical 
discussed in many papers, e.g. [5,12). Table 2lists the two results of A(23) 
and B(23) having the smallest quoted uncertainties found in the literature: 
they are obtained by quantum -beat spectroscopy [5,13). The recently data 
of [9) deduced by laser-induced resonance are also shown, as well as the 
theoretical predicted A(23) value [14). References to other measurements 
can be found in the article by Yei et al. [5). As can be seen from Table 
2 (see also Table II of [5)), our results on A and B for 23Na are in very 
good agreement with the most precise data of [5) and considerably more 
accurate than any other previous determinations. 

Using i) our value for A(22,' P312 ) and A(23,2 ? 112) from Table 2; ii) the 
magnetic dipole coupling constants for the ground 2S112 state from [3,15), 
and iii) the gyromagnetic ratios g1 = pJ/1 of both Na isotopes measured 
by paramagnetic resonance (see [16) and the references therein) we obtain 
that the following relations hold 

A(22,2 Pa;2)/A(23,2 Pa/2) = A(22,2 Sl/2)/A(23,2 S1;2) = 9I(22)/9I(23), 

where the values of the first, second and third ratio are respectively 
0.3936(22), 0.393706(11) and 0.3937(7). The agreement between the ab
solute values is excellent, althought the quoted uncertainties of our data 
are not the best one could wish. Such a result agrees with the fact, that 
in the mass region of the light nuclei the nuclear hf anomaly is negligibly 
small [17,18), and thus, it is in a support of the reliability of our hf splitting 
measurements. 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Quadrupole moment of 22Na 

The 22Na isotope belongs to the region of well-deformed light nuclei. A 
large quadrupole deformation in this region has been deduced from the 
large matrix elements of the E2-intraband transitions [19]. The value 
of the hf constant B deduced in the present work offers an alternative 
and model-independent way to obtain an additional information about the 

nuclear deformation. 
A review of the present status of our knowledge on quadrupole moments 

Q (see e.g. [20)) shows that the many Q moments ofril.dioactive nuclei have 
been determined by optical methods as these methods are very sensitive 
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and fast. From the B factors of the hf splitting and electric field gradient 

d?Vfdz2 at the nucleus the value for Q can be derived: 

Q = -Bf(d'Vfdz2). (2) 

Since the calculation of d?V / dz2 is difficult, in most cases the following is 

assumed:. 
(i) d2Vfdz 2 is proposed isotope independent and thus, for two isotopes A 

and A' 
Q(A)/Q(A') = B(A)/B(A'); (3) . 

(ii) a reference Q momerit, Qre" is ~nown from optical measurements on 

stable isotope and on an optical configuration which is best suited for a 

reliable estimation or an ab initio calculation of d2Vfdz'; 

(iii) Q,;1 can be taken from muonic measurements of stable isotopes, as the 

wave function of the single muon, and thus, d2Vfdz 2 is almost undisturbed 

by other electrons. 
An early method to obtain d2Vfdz2 were the calculations of < r- 3 > 

values in magnetic dipole hyperfine coupling and to introduce Sternheimcr 

corrections to account for quadrupole shielding [21 I. This was the way in 

which the spectroscopic quadrupole moments for the ·sodium isotope chain 
21 •25-29Na [31 have been deduced. With the Hartree-Slater calculations 

of [21 I for 23)\'a, providing the best agreement with measured magnetic 

moments, the relation 

Q, = 0.04134 · B(' P312 ), b (4) 

has been obtained and used to calculate Q,. Table 3 presents the thus 

obtained Q,(23) with different B(23,2 P312) values. As can be seen, Q,(23) 

Yalues are with more than 10% larger than the muonic Q,(23) = 0.1006(20) 

b of [221. This exceeds 6-7 times the quoted errors. The last are only the 

statistical experimental uncertainties of the B factors to which one had to 

add an uncertainty of about 5% as estimate in [211. 

Recently d2Vfaz2 for 23 Na has been obtained alternatively from high

quality ab initio calculations of atomic (or molecular) system without·any 

correction factors (see [231 and the references therein). With the final value 

of the electric field gradient ;>.t the nucleus -0.1083(9) a.u. [231 one obtains: 

Q, = 0.0393(3) · B(2 P3;2), b . (5) 

Due to the improved value of B(23) the present (J,(23), as well as this 

from [51 (see Table 3), is about 2% smaller than the value reported in [231. 

Nevertheless, a disagreement of about 6% with the muonic Qs still remains 
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and it is larger than the quoted errors. It should be noted, that in differ

ence to [5[ the error bars of Q, have been obtained using the conwntional 

statistical formula for the error of a product of two independent!)· obtained 

quan.tities. Disagreements between optical and muonic Q moments han" 

been obsened also in other nuclides. A detailed discirssion of the possible 

cauxes can be found. e.g. in [23.261 and. therefore. it will be aYoided lwre. 

Tahl<• 3 also summarises the sprctroscopic quadrnpolr mouH•nts of 12::'\ a 

rxtractiug in different ways. Xot<'. that under the assumption (i) the r<'la

tions (4) and (5) hold for each sodium isotope. All the data of Q.,(22) haYe 

h<'<'ll obtaitH•d with tlw only known Yalne of B(22.2 P.J;'l.) of thr pn's<'nt 

work. Due to larger experimrntal lllln'ltaiuty of th<' l'l<•ctrk <!H<Hlrnpol<• 

constant for 22:\'a than for 23:\a .. diffrrrnt methods rf.'snlt in Q.s(22) Yahws 

scattered in th<' limits of thr quot.rd errors. This situation will lw obvi

ously more pronounced for the radioa.ctiv<' isotopes lllC'asurrd in [3)1wcausr 

of thr much more largt•r rxJwrinH'ntal unrC'rtainth•s of B-fa('tor~ than in 

the present work. For this reason, in ('\·aluating t.h<' data for tlH' radioa<'

tive ~a isotopes one properly chosen method and/or rrf<'r<'lH·r Q.~ can lH' 

us<'<L In what follows eq.(5) is accC'ptrd. obtained hy tlw most rrliabl<• 

}.1CHF calculations [23) (with an llllC<'rtaiuty lrss than 1/{). which giY<'S 

Q,(22) = 0.185(11) b. 
The sign of the Qs(22) 1 dC:'trrminrd for t.ll<' fir.st t-im<'. iiHE('at<>s a prolat<' 

nuclear deformation. An evaluation of tll<' drformat.ion paranH't<•r lwt a nm 

be derived from the intrinsic quadrupol<.> monH•nt (J0 which is rdakd to 

the spectroscopic quadrupole moment Qs \·ia th<' \n>ll-kuown proj<•ctiou 

formula 
Q., ""(J0 [1(2I- I )/(I+ 1)(21 + 3)1. (G) 

For 1:!!\a with I= 3 the intrinsic qnadrnpol<• lllOllH'llt Q0 = +0.-:l-l-:1(2G) h. 

From the literature two quite diff<'r<'nt. valut':; forth<' intrinsic qnadrupol<' 

moment of "Na are known: CJo = 0.07(2) b [271 which is mtwh smalkr an<l 

!do= 0.50(1) b which in oppositt• is larger than the Yain<' rq>ort<•tl in tit<• 

pr<'seut work. 
In the first case [27] a levd-crossing <'XIWrimeut. has l><'<'ll pcrforuwd aud 

<Ju ha .. c.; hccn extracted from the spcctroscopie quadrnpoh• UWlll<'ut nsiu~ 

<'q.(6). The result may indicate that <'q.(6) holds no nron• in tht• caS<' of 

n~ry low Q.~ values. At. least., this ha ... 'i lH'<'ll argu<•d by .the authors [27]: nuc 

has also to have in mind the rrlatiV<' low <'X]><'riiiH'lltal pn•dsiou. 

In tlH~ second case [19:28] Qo is deduced frommrasnr<'lll<'Bts oft lH' rot a

tiouallevds lif<'tim<>s (h('l'<' t.ll<' w<•ight<•d. IHC'an \·ahH' fi·om t}H' data in [19] 

is giv<•n) and t.lw la.rg<•r 0u(22) Yahw canlH' <hw to tll<' followiup; n·asous: i l 
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our quadrupole moment takes into account only static deformation. whi1<· 

the results of [19.28) are also sensitive to zero point vibrations; ii) [19,28) 

contain a model dependence in the basic assumption about the nuclear 

shape assumed as rotational ellipsoid: iii) in e\·aluating of the quadrupole 

moment the admixture of bands has been neglected in [19). Having all this 

in mind, one could say that Q0 value deduced in the present work is in a 

reasonable agreement with the results of [19). 

. Shell-model calculations (see Ref. [19)) show remarkably dose agree

ment with the experiment predicting a relatiYely large quadrupole drfor

mation of 22:\"a: the theoretical Qo values lie between those of [19) and of 

the present work. The collective effects which are described macroscopi

cally by a deformation of the nucleus, are reproduced in the shell-model 

calculations by the coherent effect of the six valence nucleons - 3 protons 

and 3 neutrons. 
The deformation parameter !32 = 0 .. 441(24) has been calculated using 

the relation 

Q0 = vhZR6(32[1 + ~1!(32 ], 
where R5 = 0.0144A213 b. The experimental results for .82 are given in 

Fig.4. These are the (32 values obtained by recalculation of the data from 

Ref. [3) plus our values of (32 for 22 l\'a and 23:\'a. For comparison Fig.4 

shows also the N -dependence of the deformation parameter .32 for the 

neighbouring nuclei 1o:\e and 12 ~1g. It is seen, that (32(22) follo\\·s very well 

the general trend of (32 versus N dependence for the investigated sodium 

isotopes. 

4.2 Isotope shift 22·23::\a 

Using the already known hf splitting constants the determination of the 

center of gravity of the D2 line is straightforward. The following values of 

the hf splitting constants have been used: for 2 P312 level from the present 

work (Table 2), for 25112 level from [3) for 22:\a and from [31) for '":'-Ia. 

Further, with our experimental values of the frequency intervals. between 

the hf splitting components ·of 22Na and 23:\'a the isotope shift of both 

isotopes in D2 line have been deduced: 

ov23·22(D2) = v(23)- v(22) = 757.72(24) M Hz. 

The• lllost precise value of the IS between both isotopes in D1 line is 

htJ"l."(DI) = 758.5(7) MHz [32). Both D 1 and D2 transitions are from 
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a common level- the 25112 ground level in the optical spectra of Nal. The 

influence of the common level is cancelled when comparing the IS in two 

such lines. In this way, if one eliminates the wavelength dependence of the 

transition IS (expressed by the normal mass shift) )-dependence of the IS 

can be revealed. The thus obtained IS for the 3p 2 P312 level reffered to the 

3p 2P112 level is: t.T23,n = -1.34(74) MHz. 

The situation is different in comparison to that for lithium and potas

sium where the IS in D, line has been found from many authors to be larger 

than the IS in D1 line, e.g for Li one obtains t.T7•6 = 1.8(2) MHz [33). 

Obviously an enhancement of the IS experimental accuracy for sodium, 

especially in the case of D 1 line, is required to make some reliable conclu

sions. 
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TABLE 1 

Experimental, t.W,.p, and calculated, t.Wcoi> values of the 

energy separation between the excited state hyperfine levels F 

and F -1 for "Na and 23Na in D2 line. Here 8 = t.W"1 - t.Woxp• 

All energies are in MHz 

22JVa 23 Na 

F D,. Woxp t.W"1 8 F t.W.xp t. w", 8 

4.5 36.62(35) 36.44 -0.18 3 58.44(10) 58.439 -0.001 

3.5 23.79(19) 23.95 +0.16 2 34.42(7) 34.421 +0.001 

2.5 15.07(30) 14.75 -0.32 1 15.86(17) 15.849 -0.011 
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TABLE 2 

Hf splitting constants A and B for the 3p 2 ?312 level of 2211' a and 
23Na. For comparison the values of the hf splitting constants 

obtained from other authors are presented, too 

isotope A, MHz B,MHz Ref. 

22Na 7.31(4) 4.71(28) this work 
7.38(6) 3.76(45) [4] 

23:-la 18.572(24) 2.723(55) this work 
18.534(15) 2.724(30) [5] 

18.64(6) 2.77(6) [13] 
18.62(21) 2.11(52) [9] 
18.53 theory [14] 

TABLE 3 

The quadrup'ole moments of22Na compared to values from the 

literature and of 23JVa. Here HS denotes Hartree-Slater; MCHF 

- multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock; • - that the quoted errors 

include only the experimental uncertainties of the electric 

quadrupole hf constant 

'1ethod used Q (23),b Q(22), b Ref. for the 

equation method B-valm• 

hfs + HS cal. ( 4) 0.1145(25)' [21] [13] 

0.1126(12)• [5] 

0.1126(22)• 0.195(12)• this work 

hfs + \1 CHF cal. (5) 0.1089(25) [23] [13] 

0.1070(15) [5] 
0.1070(23) 0.185(11) this work 

muonic value 0.1006(20) [22] 

(3) 0.174(11) this work 

uudear theory 0.1024 [24] 

(3) 0.177(11)" this work 

nuclear theory 0.1034 [25] 

(3) 0.179(11)" this work 
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Frequency detuning, MHz 

Fig.2. Example of a typical D2 line !-iingle run in the transition F' = 5/2-

F = 7/2,5/2,3/2 levels of 22:\a, The rest as in Fig.L 
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Fig.3. Example of a deconvolution of the observed resonance peaks in D2 

sodium line for 23Na in the transition F' = 1 ~ F = 2,1,0. In this case the 

FWHM of the resonance lines was 18 MHz. 
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Fig.4. Experimental nuclear quadrupole deformation of liN a {full squan") 
and of the. neighbouring 10Ne (full circles) and 1,Mg (open triangles) iso
topes. The data for the even-even Ne and Mg isotopes have been dedu<:<'d 

from B(E2) measurements [29], for tbe odd-even isotopes· using the ro
tational levels lifetimes given in [30]. The data points for Na connected 
with dotted line have been 9btained by laser-spectroscopic measun~me11ts. 

The open squares present the values of /32 for 22Na and 23::'\'a obtain"d hy 
nonoptical methods from [19] and [30] respectively. 
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faHrpCKHH JO.IT. H .llp. 

CsepxroHKoe pacmermeHHe H HJoromr~.:~ecKHH cnsHr 22Na, 23Na, 
H3MCpeHHble MeTO.IlOM muepHOii cneK'IpOCKOmm: 
BhiCOKOro p33peweHllil B aroMHOM nyqKe Ha D

2
-nHHHH 

El5-98-28 

11ccne.llOBaHa caepxToHKM CTp)'Krypa D2-omHqecKoil JIHHHH 22Na H 23Na 
Ha na.JepHOM CTICK'I'pOMC1pC BbiCOKOfO p3.3peweHH.SI B XOpOlllO KOJIJIHMHpOB3HHOM 
aTOMHOM nyqKe. flonyqeHbi 3HatfeHHH KOHCTaHT A H B .llJUI B036)')KJleHHoro 

3p 2 p 3 12
-ypOBH51 060HX HCCJJC,UOB3HHhJX H30TOTI0B. 3TH KOHCT3HThl HMeK>T 3Ha

qeHHS: A(22)=7,31(4)Mfu, 8(22)=4,71(28)Mfu, A(23)=18,572(24)Mfu, 
8(23) = 2,723(55) Mru. 113 •mx .llaHHbtx, HcnoJib3ya Bbt4HcneHIDI MCHF BbtCOKoil 
TOI.JHOCTH, OOJI)'l.JHJIH 3Hal.JeHHe :meKTpW·IecKOfO KBaupynOJibHOfO MOMeHTa 

22
Na: 

Q,(22) = + 0,185(11) 6. 3HaK Q,(22), onpe.lleJieHHbiH BnepBbte, )'Ka:JbtBaeT Ha TO, 4TO 
j!,UpO HMeer ¢opMy BbJTj!HYfOfO SnJJHnCOH.Ua. non)"''eHO TaJOKe TOI.JHOe 3Hal.JeHMe 

H3oronHYecKoro C.ll.BHra 22•23Na .o..rrn D
2

-JIHHHH. . 

Pa6oTa BbinOJIHeHa a Jia6opaTOpHH ll.llepHbtx peaKuHil HM.r.H.<l>nepoaa 0115111. 
DpenpHHT 06be,!UtHeHHOfO HHcnnyra SI.IlepHhiX HCcne.IlOBallHii:.lly6Ha, 1998 

Gangrsky Yu.P. et al. E15-98-28 
Hyperfine Splitting and Isotope Shift of·22Na, 23Na 
by High Resolution Laser Spectroscopy at the Atomic D2-Line 

The hyperfine structure of D2 optical line in 22Na and 23Na has been 
investigated using high resolution laser spectroscopy of a well-collimated atomic 
beam. The hyperfine splitting constants A and 8 for the excited 3p 2P312 level 
for both investigated sodium isotopes have been obtained. They are as follows: 
A(22) = 7.31 (4) MHz, 8(22) = 4. 71(28) MHz, A(23) = 18.572(24) MHz, 
8(23) = 2.723(55) MHz. With this data, using the high precision MCHF calculations 
for the electric field gradient at the nucleus, the electric quadrupole moment 
of 22Na has been deduced: Q .(22) = + 0.185(11) b. The sign of Q (22), determined .\ ,t 

for the first time, indicates a prolate nuclear deformation. Precise value 
of the isotope shift 22·23Na in D2-line has also been obtained. 

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions, JINR. 
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